University of Texas Libraries Digital Asset Management System

UT Libraries’ Digital Asset Management System (DAMS) allows Libraries staff to describe, store, manage, and expose digital assets. This space contains documentation for DAMS users and DAMS managers.

The DAMS is a management tool aimed at staff of UT Libraries.

Patrons can discover and view selected assets in the Collections portal (https://collections.lib.utexas.edu). Please check the About and Help pages and the contact information provided on the Collections portal for questions about specific content.

Contact

Patrons: Please check the contact information provided on the Collections portal.

UT Libraries staff can contact Access Systems during normal business hours by creating a DAMS service request:

Create DAMS service request

In case of severe outages (DAMS or Collections Portal unavailable for 30+ minutes, email notification loops) outside of normal business hours, please follow the protocol established by Libraries IT to report an emergency incident or outage.
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